Place du Vélodrome, Geneva

Landscape architect: Pascal Heyraud sàrl
Architects: Nussbaumer Perone architectes

Construction Supervisor: Pascal Heyraud sàrl
Engineering: Michel Buffo et Thomas Jundt

Typology: Place Square
Location: Geneva, GE

Client: Ville de Genève

Area: 3'250 m²
Cost: 2'139'000.- CHF
Construction data: 2011-2017

From Street to Square
Situated in the heart of Geneva’s Jonction neighbour-
hood, this project has transformed a street and a park-
ing lot into an open, multipurpose public space. Particular
attention was paid to maintaining the square’s existing
qualities - its open spaces and vegetation - and to the
desiderata of its local users, shopkeepers, inhabitants and
neighbourhood associations.
The square’s formal simplicity, together with the materials
used, offer the area a generous new public square for a
great variety of possible users and uses.